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Abstract. The Planetary project develops a general framework – the
Planetary system – for social semantic portals that support users in
interacting with STEM (Science/Technology/Engineering/Mathematics)
documents. Developed from an initial attempt to replace the aging portal
of PlanetMath.org with a mashup of existing MKM technologies, the
Planetary system is now in a state, where it can serve as a basis for
various eMath3.0 portals, ranging from eLearning systems over scientific
archives to semantic help systems.

The Planetary project aims at developing a general framework – the Plan-
etary system – for social semantic portals that support users in interacting with
STEM documents. It is carried by enthusiasts from Jacobs University and The
Open University.

Main Concepts and Project Genesis

Work on the Planetary system was triggered in August 2010 by the real-
ization that the KWARC group at Jacobs University had developed semantic
counterparts of much of the components underlying the PlanetMath portal [Pla].
PlanetMath.org is an online community that creates and manages an encyclo-
pedia of mathematical concepts; hundreds of regular contributors have pub-
lished about 8500 encyclopedia entries called articles. PlanetMath was founded
in 2000; even before Wikipedia, and is thus one of the first Web2.0 systems. The
Noösphere system [Noo] underlying the portal – essentially a LATEX-based Wiki
implemented in Perl – is showing its age and becoming hard to manage. We
felt that extending Planetmath to an eMath3.0 system – a social semantic web
platform for Mathematics – via MKM technologies, might breathe additional life
into the PlanetMath community and at the same time serve as a showcase of
MKM technologies into the mathematics community.

The pre-existing MKM components that can be combined to form a semantic
counterpart of Noösphere are (see also Figure 1):
1. TNTBase [ZK09; Tnt] for web-enabled, versioned storage
2. The LaTeXML daemon [GSK11; Mil] for transforming TEX/LATEX document

fragments to HTML51

1 We use HTML5 as it integrates HTML for document layout with MathML for for-
mula presentation, SVG for diagrams, and RDFa for document-embedded metadata
and is supported by the major browsers.
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3. STEX [Koh08; sTeX], a semantic variant of LATEX that can be transformed to
OMDoc [Koh06] and further to semantically annotated HTML5 [KMR08]

4. JOBAD [GLR09; JOBAD], a JavaScript API embedding semantic services
into Web documents

The only missing piece was a front-end that integrated them, added user and
permissions management, and added discussion fora (an essential feature of
PlanetMath). We found this component in the open source Vanilla Forums sys-
tem [Van], that could easily be extended by wrapping the MKM components
into Vanilla plugins. Another plugin that had to be added to the mix for Planet-
Math feature parity was a system for metadata management and visualization:
Planetary exports metadata to an RDF triple store (here an instance of the
Openlink Virtuoso system [Olv]) and integrates custom SPARQL queries into
the user interface e.g. to allow access to PlanetMath articles via the MSC2010
classification [Msc].

Already the proof-of-concept implementation in Fall 2010 made it clear that
this combination of MKM technologies could be much more useful than for just
re-implementing PlanetMath.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the Planetary system

The Planetary system has
been generalized into a com-
prehensive eMath3.0 frame-
work for semantic publishing
and knowledge management,
which has been instantiated
prototypically in a variety
of settings to validate the
framework and support com-
munities. The portals real-
ized in the Planetary sys-
tem range from eLearning systems over scientific archives to semantic help sys-
tems. All share the common basic architecture (see Figure 1), which integrates
the components discussed above as web services into a central Container Man-
agement System (CMS) that mediates all user interaction. Note that in this
MKM-centric architecture, we greatly extend the role of the content manage-
ment subsystem (denoted by the dotted box in Figure 1). The CMS (initially
Vanilla Forums, later Drupal) supplies management and interaction at the “con-
tainer level”, i.e., without ever looking into the documents it manages (hence the
somewhat non-standard name). The management of structured document con-
tent is split between TNTBase and the RDF triple store in Planetary, since
they can perform semantic services.

Note that the level of semantic interaction afforded by the Planetary sys-
tem depends on the depth of semantic annotations in the documents, and thus
on different instances of the Planetary system: They range from simple folding
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and localized commenting services in a front-end system for the Cornell ePrint
arXiv to a front-end system which features in-place type reconstruction and eli-
sion of arguments and brackets for the fully formal LATIN atlas [Cod+11]. In
June 2011, the Planetary system became one of the finalist systems in the
Elsevier Executable Papers Challenge [Koh+11]. But the development push to
reach this milestone also revealed crucial shortcomings of the CMS at the heart
of the Planetary system, and the system was ported to Drupal whose con-
tainer model and editing facilities are more suitable. Unfortunately, work on the
port, on improving the subsystems, and data conversion issues have delayed any
deployment of production systems based on Planetary (e.g. PlanetMath).

Current and Future Work

Currently, the work in the Planetary project focuses on four Planetary-
based systems:
– finishing a production-ready Planetary instance of PlanetMath,
– developing a Web2.0 frontend with lightweight semantic features for http::

//arxiv.org, an archive of over 700 000 scientific documents. Particular care
will be placed on extracting functional semantics from give LATEX documents
and using this in formula search,

– re-establishing the separate compilation and linking functionality for mod-
ular semantic publishing (see [Dav+11b]) in the eLearning3.0 System Pan-
taRhei used in teaching CS courses at Jacobs University, and

– integrating Planetary as a knowledge provider in semantic allies; see [Dav+12].
We hope to be ready for production deployments of at least two of these at the
time of CICM 2012.
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